
BABY CONCIERGE

INFO 
We would also like to inform you that in all our apartments/villas you can find a blender, microwave, dishwasher and cots are automatically placed 
if you indicate the age of the child in the reservation, sheets and blankets / comforters are provided. For your child’s safety, the villas are 
equipped with stair guards on the first and second floors  (except in Villa Adam & Eve 4 bedrooms). If you need any equipment that is not listed, 
let us know so that we can register for future developments. All the above material is subject to availability at the time of booking request. The 
deposit will be made in cash and returned at the end of the stay. Let us know the equipments that you need to find in your villa or apartment on 
arrival. EQUIPMENT DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON ARRIVAL Children's stool € 10 High Chair € 10 Potty € 10 Bottle sterilizer € 50 Bottle warmer € 50 
Baby monitor € 50 Baby bath € 10 Nappy change mat € 10 baby bouncer € 50 bed guards € 0 door stopper €10 baby cot € 0 Baby stroller € 
50 Toilet seat adaptor € 10 Set of children’s tableware (1 plate, 1 bowl, 1 cup, cutlery) RESERVAS@EDENRESORT.PT

Let us know the 
equipments that you 
need to find in your villa 
or apartment on arrival.

EQUIPMENT DEPOSIT REQUIRED 
ON ARRIVAL

Children's stool € 10
High Chair € 10
Potty € 10
Bottle sterilizer € 50
Bottle warmer € 50
Baby monitor € 50
Baby bath € 10
Nappy change mat € 10
baby bouncer € 50
bed guards € 0
door stopper €10
baby cot € 0
Baby stroller € 50
Toilet seat adaptor € 10
Set of children’s tableware 
(1 plate, 1 bowl, 1 cup, cutlery)

RESERVAS@EDENRESORT.PT
WWW.EDENRESORT.NET

Name

Check-in date
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